
Day 1

Ultraviolet light mixes with light that we can see
Reds longer bules shorter and green in a laser only the same color will go through.
When light goes through glass it slows down.
The more curved the shorter it goes.
Concave.
The closer you get it magnifies and makes it bigger.
The telescope has two lenses.
F0
1274mm=50¨
Focolink
Sun = 1 half degrees
Moon= 1 half degrees
jupiter= 29¨to 50¨
Mars= 3.5¨ to 25¨
Biggest star=0.044¨
area= .r2𝑇𝑇
area=TT. 3.52 = 38.5 mm
Goal: how Bright an object can we see
until it fades
Area=TT.762=18,146mm2
18,146mm2
__________ =471
38.5mm2
50’’
___  = 50x
1’’
Nebula left over stuff in space or kind of a cloud that glows
Galaxy has stars and nebula Globular cluster
Nebula exploded star
There's a difference between a small lens and a big one
2.512 times
6.5
_1___
2.512
1 1.0
2 .39
3 .158
4 .063
5 .0025
6 .001            400x

Varebil interfere



Moon phase up
Time after sunset
Day 2
Person
Latitude: place of a 3D object
Everything rotates around polaris
M33
Caseping
Taurus
Look for nubiles

Day 3
Person jimmy
Full moon takes a longer time to set
Dec 20 Jan 4th
M31 mag 3.7
M32 mag 8.5
M76 mag 11.4
M99 mag 6
35mm binoc mag 9.5
6’’ tele mag 12.7
Verbals
Observer
Time after sunset
Light pollution day of  the week
Moon phase ,hight
The sky moves every day
Area perimeter

360
___ = 120

Hypothesis: we think wherever the moon is we can still see m31.
We think we can see m32 without a moon



We think to see m76 it has to be perfect weather no moon no clouds no sport games.

Day 6
Person cooper

Everything in sky rotates around polaris
Today we are adding the coordinate system to are telescope
And sanding.`

Day 7
Today we are cleaning the mirror or dusting etherway
We used water and dish soap to clean the mirror

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7

We studied


